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Earth-mother, that lies in wait for men
With her odours of bergamot and
Plasma, and her soft rind filled with tripes ?

His lines lend emphasis to the prodigal mysteries of reproductive
physiology brilliantly summed up in Ulysses by Molly Bloom, as
she copes with a menstrual flow, in words that would make a
suitable epigraph for a textbook of gynaecology: "You wouldn't
know which to laugh or cry we're such a mixture of plum and
apple."
And, finally, an observation of Rosemary Tonks on coitus,

highly relevant to the context of human reproduction:

-If the act is clean, authentic, sumptuous
The concurring deep love of the heart
Follows the naked work, profoundly moved by it.

We, in the medical profession, grow increasingly aware that
the contributions of technology are extending the scope of
diagnosis immeasurably-an augmentation not always paralleled
by treatment, and carrying a risk of dehumanising medicine. It
has been found necessary to form ethical committees to discipline
our enthusiasms and curb our aspirations, but the perusal of
verses written by such poets as have looked over our shoulders,
or have, perhaps, perceived more acutely than case-hardened

doctors can, the agonies we seek to relieve, may be equally
valuable.

Poetry, however indefinable, can say more in a line than a
chapter of prose, more in a stanza than a monograph, and acts
as a vehicle for life's most tenuous stuffs, gossamer and
irreplaceable. It supplies, too, as in W E Henley's "Invictus,"
sustaining messages of courage in adversity, with balm to
neutralise commonpiace irritations. Sir William Osler's pre-
scription for aequanimitas-"consume your own smoke"-is
elegantly rewritten in this anthology by K W Gransden: "Try
and grow used to the place of every star/ And forget your own
dark house."
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Listening for Pleasure

Listening for pleasure

D P ADDY

"And then the whining schoolboy, with his satchel, and shining
morning face, creeping like snail unwillingly to school." In my
case it was a rather grubby schoolboy whose reluctant march
took place every Thursday afternoon in the sure knowledge
that 20 minutes' hurried piano practice was no substitute for a
week of real application, and in the fear that the hour would
oncc again end in tears after the application of the piano teacher's
pencil to the schoolboy's knuckles. In those days the attempt to
emulate Denis Compton or Stanley Matthews left little time
and less desire for cissy pursuits like playing the piano. Never-
theless, I must have been born with a fairly sturdy germ of
musical feeling in my soul because the prolonged and concerted
efforts of my musical educators failed to nip it in the bud.
When I thiiik back on music at school I am intrigued by the

ingenuity which must have gone into the creation of so many
hours of unparalleled dreariness; the triangles, castanets, and
tambourines which, as a child of 5 or 6, I looked on as
instruments fit only for a musical idiot (how I longed for, and
never seemed to get, cymbals or a lovely taut drum), the endless
singing of "Early one morning" and other rounds ad nauseam-
there was one about John Brown and his long grey coat, the
memory of which to this day makes me shudder. But I survived
it, and throughout my adult life music has been my chief
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refuge from the storms of the day. My most restful time is
between 11 pm and 1 am when I can sit alone-with my
headphones on so as not to disturb the sleepers-and submit to
the therapeutic pleasures of Bach and Bruebeck, Gillespie and
Grieg, Sibelius and Streisand.

Sucker for records

Many people claim to be fascinated with books as objects of
physical beauty and tell of time spent browsing in book shops
and at second-hand book stalls. With me, it's records. I love
them and I could never change my allegiance to those dreadful
cassettes in their uninspiring, uninformative little boxes. I'm a
sucker for record shops, record stalls, and record clubs making
introductory offers I can't refuse. Whenever I go into the city
centre, which I try to avoid as much as possible, I inevitably
finish up in the largest of the record shops browsing away for
hours. Even in supermarkets I dally by the record stands hoping
to pick up a bargain like the recording of the Mozart Horn
Concertos by James Brown and the Virtuosi of England (CFP
148) which I found in Woolworth's at, I think, 90p.

I rarely have any particular purchase in mind when I go
looking at records, in fact I'm often determined not to buy
anything at all, but my greatest pleasure after Christmas and
my birthday is to wander back and forth for a whole afternoon
savouring the delight of having record tokens in my pocket.
Should I settle for the box set of Maria Callas, or would it be
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better to have the Earl Hines double album together with the
Itzhak Perlman record? What about James Galway? His more
receiLt recordings are expensive. Would it be better to have the
1972 recording ? I could then afford the Barbra Streisand, but
what about that Liszt recital by a pianist I've never come
across before, is it worth risking ? Since the practice of listening
to records before buying them seems to have largely gone out,
there is often an element of gamble and that's where the art of
the cover designer comes in. If in doubt I will usually choose
the one with the more attractive cover. The vogue record of
last year, Andrew Lloyd-Webber's Variations on a Theme of
Paganini for Cello and Pop Group (MCA MCF 2824), has a
highly distinctive cover and even the inside dust sleeve makes
interesting reading because it gives details in tree form of no
fewer than 25 different sets of variations on the Paganini A
minor caprice. Being a musical ignoramus I lap up the bio-
graphical notes given on the covers, but I don't go much for the
higher flights of fancy indulged in by the practitioners of what
Leonard Bernstein refers to as "the musical appreciation
racket" (I think the term was borrowed by him, but I can't
remember who first coined it). To my mind, trying to express
the beauty of music in words is as fundamentally confused as
trying to measure a patient's temperature with a sphygmo-
manometer or to look at his fundus through a proctoscope. The
nearest we can get to music in words is, of course, poetry but
that is not because poetry in any way explains music-it is
simply that the two may evoke the same response in the hearer.
My approach to music is entirely empirical. A friend on

hearing Errol Garner in full and glorious swing said, "I think
I could enjoy that music but I don't understand it." Well, I
don't understand it either and I don't understand the need to
understand. I appreciate that musicians must discuss and
analyse their work but I'm not a musician. I don't know why it
is that a Chopin nocturne can induce such deep and tender
emotion, why the final movement of Beethoven's 5th Symphony
or the climax of the Choral Symphony stand full square with the
finest of Shakespeare's words as among the most noble of
human achievements, or why a single protracted note on the
oboe in Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto- can produce a shiver
down my spine or an empty feeling in the pit of my stomach.
I don't know, and I don't want to know.
Choosing a favourite musical work is like choosing the most

beautiful girl in the world-impossible. I think, however, that
if I had to grab three of my records before being whisked away
to the proverbial desert island I would choose the Bach Double
Violin Concerto (Igor and David Oistrakh, Deutsche Gram-
mophon 138820), my box set Messiah (Charles Mackerras and
the English Chamber Orchestra with the Ambrosian Singers and
Elizabeth Harwood, Janet Baker, Paul Esswood, Robert Tear
and Raimund Herincx, EMI HQS 1052-3-4), and Errol
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Garner's Magician (Pye NSPL 28213). Can there be any more
sublime juxtaposition in the whole of music than the exultation
of the Hallelujah Chorus followed by the divine reassurance of
"I know that my Redeemer liveth"?

I discovered jazz piano only recently through Peter Nero
(Now, Concord Jazz CJ-48) picked out by chance on one of my
record token expeditions, but it has been my chief musical joy
throughout 1979. To Garner and Nero has been added Bud
Powell (The Genius of Bud Powell, Verve 2632 051). All three
are technically brilliant but I think that the improvisation of
Errol Garner just has the edge despite his habit of expressing
his involvement in the music with a constant stream of grunts
and groans. My Earl Hines double album (An Evening with
Earl Hines, Vogue VJD 534) is disappointing both musically
and because of the fact that it was recorded at an American
motor inn with a constant hubbub in the background.

Taste and distaste

There is much in pop music that I enjoy. I think the Beatles
were geniuses in their kind of music and produced many
outstanding songs which have survived the demise of the
group. Songs such as Penny Lane and Fool on the Hill will
always be a potent reminder for my generation of the early
years of our adulthood. My collection includes records by the
Carpenters, the Mamas and the Papas, Helen Reddy, Bread, and
Manhattan Transfer, all of which are a source of pleasure but
my favourite is Barbra Streisand, whose talent I look on as
towering way above any other popular singer. My pet hates
are so-called "folk" music and country and western-always
introduced with a forced Southern drawl. Both of these strike
me as music substitutes produced for the benefit of those
who don't like music.

In classical music I dislike intensely modern discordant
compositions. Why is it obligatory at any concert nowadays to
intersperse this nonsense among the great masterpieces? My
reaction is just the same as when I see a ripped canvas or a pile
of rubble at the Tate-"Just who is trying to con whom ?"
I suppose it's just possible that both the music and the art could
be an acquired taste that is gained only by persistence and a great
deal of time and effort, but with so much really beautiful music
that I have not yet sampled, why should I divert my attention
to the painful process of acquiring a taste for the distasteful ?
I remember a piano concert in Denmark many years ago: the
music consisted of sudden flurries of dissonant activity
interspersed with pauses of varying length. After a slightly
longer pause than usual a dismayed pianist turned to the silent
audience and said "C'est fini." I prefer my music and my
prose to have a more evident ending.

QUACK ADVERTISEMENTS Look at any newspaper, daily
or weekly, religious or secular (among the latter, however, there
are some notable exceptions), and you will find all that I have stated.
You will see accounts of marvellous and impossible cures and state-
ments of effects produced by drugs which everyone possessed of the
most elementary knowledge of the laws of health and of the processes
which take place in the living body knows to be entirely devoid of
foundation. Nevertheless, these statements are published broadcast,
day by day and week by week, in newspapers which profess to teach
and lead the public and to form public opinion. These newspapers
are the property of men who hold more or less influential positions and
are respected in the country. They are edited, some by clergymen,
some by ministers, and some by laymen. The statements which I have
referred to are sanctioned by silence, in speech, or in writing, by all
concerned in the publication of these journals. They occasionally
contain testimonials to the wonderful virtues of the advertised drug,
and these emanate from all manner of men, some of whom are
probably like the historical camel evolved in a garret, while others hold
positions and make professions which would lead one to expect
that they would not be guilty of attaching their names to, or be a

party to publishing, anything for the truth of which they could not
vouch. Now and again a bard in a frenzy of inspiration pours forth in
rhythmic or alliterative measure the wondrous work of quackery and
the miracles of ignorance. When I find religious newspapers be-
smeared with such advertisements as I have referred to, some of them
not only false but foul and wicked, I cannot help feeling the blush of
shame as I bear in mind under whose aegis they are published. The
faithful, finding them in their weekly guide, accept them without
question and act upon them as truths tested by the standard, sanc-
tioned by their party oracles, and sealed with their approval. How
long will this continue ? So long as the practice will pay the manufac-
turer and purveyor ? Is it not possible to cause the purveyor at least
to realise the character of the material to which he forms the conduit
from the manufacturer to the purchaser? If this be not possible then
the remedy must and will be found in the education which, if not now,
will by and by be given in our schools. Let the elements of science,
the laws of growth and decay, and the laws regulating the functions of
the living body be taught in our schools and our young men and young
women will themselves be able to estimate this mephitic rubbish at its
proper value. (From the British Medical Journal, 1900.)
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